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Abstract 

In any engineering design, proper and accurate analysis is very important prior 
to actual design exercise. There are various methods of structural analysis. 
Some are classical, while some are semi graphic in nature and others involve 
series of approximations. In this paper, model software has been presented for 
analysis of continuous beam using moment distribution method, which is an 
iterative process. Two sample test problems were used in testing the model for 
accuracy. The computer generated results using the software compare favourably 
with those from manual calculation. 

Introduction 
The technological development in digital electronics, which led to the advent of powerful and even 

portable personal computer, has opened the gateway to the use of computer in virtually all spheres of human 
endeavour including all fields of engineering. Obadinma (1996) while writing on Computer Calculation of the 
Charge for use in Nigerian Foundries and Metallurgical Firms, described computer as a machine that makes 
calculation easier and that apart from saving time, it also saves personnel and labour. This submission is an 
indication to the importance of computer in engineering. In his paper on "Computer-Generated Table for the 
Design of Septic Tanks and Soakaway Pits'V Sodiki (1990) demonstrated the application of computer to 
"Waste Water Disposal", which is an aspect of Civil Engineering. In that paper, a computer programme was 
written in Microsoft Fox Pro language to solve some equations, the solution of which generated tables of some 
design parameters. There is no doubt that this author has done a thorough work in that he demonstrated a 
sort of originality. While writing on "Computer Application in Industrialization", Afolayan (1996) also 
advocated for the involvement of computer in engineering analysis, design and manufacture. Substantiating 
this call, he mentioned the fact that engineering involves due consideration for many parameters and 
alternatives and that the more alternatives and parameters involved, the more the time usually required. So in 
order to narrow the gap between the conflicting demands of time and decision he suggested that digital 
computer be required. Writing further, he emphasized that in engineering, practical computer knowledge 
should be considerably addressed in order to increase productivity at a minimum time. Thus he advocated for 
computer literacy among engineers through continuing education. It is against this backdrop that an attempt 
has been made in this work to show how valuable computer knowledge is to an engineer by applying it to 
beam analysis. Let us briefly look at the various methods of structural analysis. 

Methods of Structural Analysis 
Analysis of a structure can be carried out using any of the various available methods depending on 

the type of structure and nature of the problem. The common methods according to Bell (1978) and Smith et al 
(1980) include: Slope Deflection, Strain Energy, Column Analogy, Influence Coefficient, Moment 
Distribution, Area-Moment and Stiffness or Equilibrium methods. Some of these methods involve solution 
of a set of equations, thus they are readily amenable to computer application while others involve series of 
approximations. Of these enumerated methods, moment distribution method was used in this work. 

Moment Distribution Method:- This is a mechanical process of dealing with indeterminate structures. It 
involves series of approximations in which the moments themselves are treated. The calculations involved are 
purely arithmetical. For a beam, the procedure involves al! internal joints being considered fixed against 
rotation. The fixed end moments are then determined for each member as if the member is an encastre beam. 
Then all joints are allowed to rotate, either separately or all of them at once and the induced moment due to 
rotations are distributed among the members until the algebraic sum of moments at each of the internal joints 



become zero. For manual calculation, the process is usually presented in a tabular form and a sign convention 
commonly used is such that all moments acting on individual members from supports or other members of the 
structure are positive if clockwise and negative if anti-clockwise in application. For the distribution of 
moment, the factors used depend on the relative stiffness (K) of each member and it is defined as the ratio of the 
second moment of area of the number to its length (i.e. K=I/L). The distribution factors for each joint are 
calculated from the members meeting at that joint. In using computer for this method, the beam's parameters, 
which are the second moment of area (I) and span Length (L), will be fed into the computer so as to generate 
value of relative stiffness of each member. 

The values of relative stiffness for all the members meeting at a joint will be used by computer to 
generate distribution factors for each joint. These distribution factors and carry-over-factor which is always 
a constant will be used by computer in the series of iterations that will be carried out until the algebraic 
summation of all moments for each internal joint become zero. However, the moments that will be fed into 
computer for distribution will be calculated from the loading condition of the beam. According to Smith et al 
(1980), this method is probably the best-known method for the manual analysis of indeterminate structures 
hence its popularity among the practicing engineers. It is pertinent to mention that in order to derive the 
maximum benefit inherent in computer application to structural analysis, it is very important that an 
engineering programmer possesses adequate knowledge in theory of structure and computer programming. 
Thus, to ensure this, it is structural engineer himself who should learn computer programming and be able to 
apply it. So, the development of computer software for the case being considered in this work is as follows: 

Software Development 
The preparation of a computer programme for analysis of an item of engineering structure involves 

three essential stages viz:-(i)     Engineering of the problem that requires solution; (ii)     Reduction of the 
problem to a logical mathematical expression; and (iii)   Translating the mathematical expressions to 
machine instructions. 

As stated earlier, the software was developed for moment distribution method of structural analysis, 
the principle of which is as discussed here; 

Principle of Moment Distribution 
The theorems and principles of approach to moment distribution method as highlighted by 

Hardly Cross (Bell, 1978) are as follows: 
(i) For a beam with constant second moment of area "I", fixed at one end and hinged at the other end, if a 

positive moment "M" is applied to the hinged end of the beam, a positive moment "1/2M" will be 
transferred to the other fixed end. When this theorem is applied to Fig. 1, then moment "MA" will be half of 
moment "MB" (i.e. MA^ !/2 MB). This constant value half "1/2" is called "Carry-Over-Factor". 

(ii) If a moment is applied to any joint in a structure, that moment will distribute itself among the members 
meeting at that joint in the ratio: 
"StiffneSS Of member" provided the other end of each member is fixed. 
Sum of "Stiffness of members" 

This theorem is applicable to any number of members meeting at a joint. Consider three members 
meeting at joint "B" of a simple space frame shown in Fig. 2, when moment "M" is applied to joint "B", this 
moment will be distributed to members "AB", "BC" and "BD" in the proportion of the relative stiffness of the 
members "AB", "BC" and "BD" i.e. 

 

MAB, MBC and MBD are the moment distributed to members AB, BC and BD respectively. 

Ratio    K     is called "Distribution Factor" IK  



(iii) For a structure having two or more members, if one end of a member is not fixed, then the "stiffness" of 
that member should be multiplied by a factor "3/4". Then the moment at the hinge may be taken as 

zero. 

'MB HINGE 
Fig. 2: Stiffness of Member 

Those principles and the theorems were applied in developing the software used in this work and the 
model is as discussed in the following section: 

Model Development 
This model is software for the analysis of a continuous beam spanning over five supports. A 

continuous beam could be described as a beam having two or more spans. Though there are three cases of 
continuous beam depending on the condition of fixity of such beam, this model is for the case where the two 
ends of the beam are free as shown in Fig. 3. Other cases are those with one end free while the other end is fixed 
and those with the two ends fixed. 

 

Fig. 3; Continuous Beam with Free Ends 

In Fig. 3, LI, L2, L3, and L4 are lengths of the spans while I,, I2, I3, and I4 are the second moments of 
area of the members. So, the relative stiffness of the members of that beam will be calculated as follows: 

Relative Stiffness (k): Using theorem III and Fig. 2, the relative stiffness of each span could be 
calculated as follows: 

 



 

Distribution Factors: The distr ibution factors for  each of the interior supports could be 
obtained as follows: 

 

If this check does not hold, then there is an error in the calculation and must be corrected 
before the programme can continue. Since theorem III has been applied, the distribution factors for the 
two free end supports are zero. 

Distribution of Moments: The input fixed end moments for each support are distributed as 
follows: 

 
Carry Over of Moment: After each distribution process, if the algebraic summation of 

moment at any of the internal support is not equal to zero then theorem I is applied. Thus half of the 
distributed moment is carried to the other end of the beam considered to be fixed to the internal 
support as follows: 

MAB x CF 
MCB x CF 
MBCxCF  ..................................................
MDCxCF 
MCDxCF 
MEDxCF 
Carry - over - factor and is always "0.5". 
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This process of distribution and carry-over-factor will be repeated as long as the algebraic summation of 
moments at any of the interior support is not zero after each distribution process. 

Computer Programme: The computer programme was constructed using the four sets of equations (1) to (4) 
with the equations (3) and (4) used in an iterative way. The programme was written in C++ language and developed 
in Borland C++ environment. The programme listing is given in the appendix. 

Testing of the Software: In testing the software, two sample problems on beam analysis were solved by 
applying the software. Then the computer generated results were compared with those obtained by manual calculation. 
Figs (4) and (5) show the two continuous beams used in testing the software. Each of the beams has different loading 
arrangement. The input data are given in Table "1". 

40k/N/M 

 

Fig. 5: Sample Problem Two Table 1: Input Data for the 

Two Sample Problems 
Span Length "L" 
(cm) 

Second Mom of 
Area "I" (cm4) 

Fixed End Mom "Fern" (kN/m) 

I      400 AB II     
400 I     400 

8000 
8000 
8000 

-53.33 
-40.00 
-5333  

+ 53.33 
+ 40.00 + 
53.33 

BC 
II     400 I      400 

8000 
8000 

-40.00 
-53.33 

+ 40.00 + 
53.33 

CD II     300 I      
400 

8000 
8000 

- 15.00 
-53.33 

+ 15.00 + 
53.33 

DE 
II     300 8000 -15.00 + 15.00 

Result and Discussion 
The results of the two loaded beams analysed by using the software are shown in 

Table II. In order to compare the computer outputs with the manual results, the same 
problems were solved manually. The manual results are displayed in table together with the 
computer results. 

  





Usually, before these moments are used for design exercise by the structural engineer, Bending 
Moment (BM) diagrams have to be drawn. In order to draw these diagrams, span moments for the same 
problems are normally calculated from standard formulae. 

Table II: Result of Sample Tests 
Support Rel. Stiff Man   

Comp 
Dist. Fact 

Man   Comp 
Man Dist. Mom. Comp   

Abs. Diff 
A 
  0.0           0.0 0.0 0.0                      
 15.0          15.0    
  0.43         0.43 +68.53 +68.57              
B     
  0.57         0.57 +68.53 +68.57              
 20,0          20.0    
  0.50          0.50 +45.73 +48.73              
C 
 20.0          20.0  -  
  0.57          0.57 +68.53 +68.57              
D 
  0.43          0.43 -68.53 +68.57              
 15.0         15.0    
  0.0            0.0 0.0 0.0                    

0.0E 
. 
A 

 --•" 0.0           0.0 0.0 0.0                    
0.0 20.00         20.00    

  0.50         0.50 +52.69 +54.32              
B 
  0.50         0.50 -52.69 -54.12               

1.43 20.00            
  0.43        0.43 +25.59 +27.50              
C 
 26.67             
  0.50        0.50 + 15.19 + 16.61                
     
  0.50         0.50 -15.19 -16.61                 

1.42D 
 26.67            
  0.0           0.0 0.0 0.0                      
E 

Considering the result presented in Table II, it is obvious that for both "Relative Stiffness" and 
"Distribution Factors" there is no difference in the computer generated values and that calculated 
manually. However, for the distribution moments, there are differences in the computer and manually 
generated values. These differences arose from the fact that distribution process is an iterative one and the 
end results are normally determined by the number of iterations carried out. Despite these differences, 
the software can still be adjudged as being effective since the maximum absolute difference is just 
2.50kNm. In the design process such a difference has been catered for by the various factors of safety 
already incorporated into the codes of practice. However, there is still room for further improvement of 
these software. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, model software has been presented. The software is for the analysisf continuous 

beam by moment distribution method. The model has been tested using practical sample tests and the 
results generated by computer compared favourably with the results of manual calculation. Though 
the software has been developed for beam spanning over five supports, however, it could be improved by 
making it dynamic so as to handle any number of spans. This can be done by introducing a variable "n" 



that will stand for the number of spans. 
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Appendix 

MAB[0] = fix_end mom [0] // MAB 1 = FEMAB 
MBA[0] » fix_end mom [I] 
MBC[0] = fix_end mom [2] 
MCB[0] = fix_end mom [3] 
MCD[0] = fix_end mom [4] 
MDC[0] « fix_end mom [5] 
MDE[0] = fix_end mom [6] 
MED[0] = fix_end mom [7] 

MAB[1] 
-MBA[1] 
= MBC[1] 
= MCB[1] 
= MCD[1] 
= MDC[1] 
= MDE[1] 
= MED[I] 
= 

MAB[0]; 
- (MBA[0] 
- (MBA[0] 
-(MCB[0] 
- (MCB[0] 
- (MDC[0] 
- (MDC[0] 
-MED[0]; 

MBC[0])*dist_fact[l] 
MBC[0])* distjact[2] 
MCD[0])* dist_fact[3] 
MCD[0])* dist_fact[4] 
- MDE[0])* dist_fact[5] 
MDE[0])* dist_fact[6] 

  

TMAB[0] = MAB[0] + MAB[1]; TMBA[0] = MBA[0] + MBA[1]; TMBC[0] = MBC[0] + MBCfl]; 
TMCB[0] = MCB[0] + MCB[1]; 
  



 

  

 

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

 



 

II float store[3];// temporary storage for the comparator 
store[0] = TMBA[iterate-l] + TMB<Titerate-l]; 
storefl] = TMCB[iterate-l] + T ML^i.iterate-1]; 
store[2] = TMDC[iterate-I] + TMDE[iterate-l]; 
//int compare[3]; // to perform the comparism 
for( n=0; n < 10;n++) compare[n]= (int) 
(store[n]* 100.0); if((compare[0] == compare[l] && (compare[l] = compare[2])) // if the values are 

the same 
{ 
strcpy (message, "The Beam is Balanced after iteration"); 

itr=IntToStr (iterate); 
strcat (message, itr.c_str()); 
MessageBox(NULL, message, "Equilibrium...," MB OK); 
ba!l=FIoatToStr(TMBA[iterate-l]); 
bal2=Flo'atToStr(TMCB[iterate-l]); 
bal3=FloatToStr(TMDC[iterate-l]); strcpy(mesi, "The value of 

TMBA at equilibrium")^ strcpy(mes2, "The value of TMCB at 
equilibrium"); strcpy(mes3, "The value of TMDC at equilibrium"); 
strcat(mesi, ball.c_str()); strcat(mes2, ba!2.c_str()); strcat(mes3,baI3. 
c_str()); 
messageBox (NULL, mesi, "At Equilibrium", MB_OK); messageBox (NULL, 
mes2, "At Equilibrium", MBJDK); messageBox (NULL, mes3, "At Equilibrium", 
MB_OK); messageBox (NULL, "End of Program", "End.." MBj3k); fclose(fptr); 
exit(l); 
} 
else( 
++iterat 
e; ++kk} 



 



 
  


